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Disclaimer
This publication contains general information only. 

SEEBURGER does not provide any professional service with this publication, 
in particular no legal or tax consulting service. This publication is not suitable for making 

business decisions or taking actions. For these purposes, you should seek advice 
from a qualified advisor (e.g. lawyer and/or tax consultant) with regard to your individual situation. 

No statements, warranties or representations (express or implied) are made as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information in this publication. 

SEEBURGER shall not be liable or responsible for any loss or damage of any kind incurred 
directly or indirectly in connection with any information contained in the presentation.
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What Does This Mean For You?

As a Business Owner

How can I provide 
leadership and guidance 

on the digital journey, 
along all parts of the 

value chain, from product and 
service creation, to 

go-to-market, ecosystems and 
digital innovation?

As a Technical Lead

How can I build an application that 
supports both traditional and new 

business services? 

How about integration of existing 
and new applications?

As an Architect

How can I make sure that my 
application architecture supports 

current and future business 
needs…while also being up-to-date 

on emerging technologies?

How about integration of existing 
and new applications?
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 Maximum availability

 High operational reliability 

 Highest security standards

 Unlimited scalability

 Fast implementation
and time-to-market

 Support for cloud, on-
premises and hybrid 
deployments

Innovations in B2B

 Cost reduction and 
pay-per-use

 Industry expertise 
and references

 Broad spectrum of 
integration possibilities, 
connect to anything 
anywhere

• Business partners 
onboarded faster and 
ability to provide self-
services when needed
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APIs Enable New B2B Channels

Use APIs to Modernize EDI for B2B 
Ecosystem Integration, Refreshed: 1 
December 2020 | Published: 11 June 2019 
ID: G00387134
Analyst(s): Mark O'Neill, William McNeill
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Connect. Integrate. Accelerate.

SEEBURGER simplifies complex connections between 
clouds, applications and people, so you can focus on 
what matters. Share business-critical data. Make split-
second decisions. Operate at scale.
SEEBURGER Integration accelerates business 
at the speed of now.
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Today’s Agenda

Session What Speakers

#1 APM Terminals, the partner to 
structured agility

Bruis van Driel, Head of Data 
Integration at APM Terminals

#2 The Future of B2B Frank Jelinek, SVP Solution 
Management at SEEBURGER

#3 Q&A / Event closing All Speakers
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The History of B2B

1970
First VANs introduced. They

enabled institutions to 
subsequently exchange EDI 
messages with all partners 

involved in the network 
through a single connection to 

the network.

1988
First adoption of the UN / 

EDIFACT message standard by 
the United Nations (UN)

1995
Electronic marketplaces, 

especially B2B marketplaces, 
once again used the idea of 
value added networks, this 

time using the new 
possibilities of the Internet, as 

a business model.

1990
The advent of the Internet triggered 

the e-business euphoria. The new 
community network induced 

completely new ideas for electronic 
business data exchange beyond 

previous borders.

1977/78
SEDAS / VDA4905 

1960
First use of EDI without
standards. The data was 

transmitted using the means 
available at the time via 

telephone and telex lines.

2015 - now
Web services expand the 
possibilities of electronic 
communication between 

institutions in the direction of 
synchronous processes that go 

beyond EDI.
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• Ensure the right data is in the right place 
at the right time

• Connect to any type of application, 
anywhere

• Get your business partners onboarded 
faster and provide self-services when 
needed

• Support today’s and tomorrow’s 
transaction volume

• Handle any integration via any channel 
with secure communication, data 
transformation and end-to-end visibility

• Have support for cloud, on-premises and 
hybrid deployments

B2B Requirements Today – What We Learned
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There are still obstacles like:

• Different data formats and their interpretation

• Onboarding processes are time consuming and complicated

• Technical requirements are still not 100% in place

• Cloud readiness 

• And more…

But…

And now business models are changing dramatically due to 
the need for digital transformation …
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Business Trends

We see that the integration of business 
partners via APIs is steadily increasing.

Typically these are 'granular' documents, not 
'bulk' data.

Sample Use Cases

We initially observed that APIs were being 
used for new processes or use cases.

For example, there are still no standards 
for SCM processes, but there are 

initiatives, e.g. in the area of logistics.

Current

There are 'first movers' who are 
replacing EDI processes in their partner 
network via APIs. At many 'hubs' there 
are discussions about the advantages 

this brings: cost reduction, effort 
reduction, process acceleration.

„I send“

„I receive“

API Communication

EDI Transfers

EDI and/or API? Addition or Replacement?
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 Application Integration 
(A2A, EAI, Services 
Integration, …)

 B2C Integration 
Processes

 E-Commerce / Web 
Shop Integration

 Marketplace 
Integration

 Document Tracking

 Payments

 …

Sample Use Cases
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Protocol-oriented Change

Existing EDI processes transfer change 
into REST or SOAP-based API

• Change of backend applications 
“RESTifying” the backend 

• SAP ECC RFC based <-> S/4 HANA 
REST based

• Change of partner integration 

• Traditional SFTP / AS2 / OFTP2 <-> 
HTTPS / REST based

Business Trends

Business Process-oriented 
Change

Existing EDI processes change into 
different way of working 

• Introducing e-Commerce platforms for 
direct sales vs indirect sales

• Introducing POS integration directly to 
the warehouse or supplier 

• Introducing integration to board 
computers directly vs. logistical service 
provider

Platform-oriented Change

Existing EDI processes point-to-point 
change into data sharing

• Introducing ecosystems / HUB’s / 
platforms with the aim to share data 
based 

• Following EU initiatives on data sharing 
based on API integration within the 
supply chain

• Let suppliers GET the order (instead of 
sending)
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Challenge – Combination
How to combine classic EDI/B2B with API?

• Low latency 
• Fast processing
• No persistence

• Powerful engine
• Heavy lifting
• Persistence

How to combine: 
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An Example of How to Extend a Classic EDI Landscape with APIs

SAP 
S4/HANA

On-premises/Hybrid/Cloud

EDI Business Partner

EDI 3 PLIn-house

Warehouse

IDoc

ERP System

Omni Channel Sales

Financial Services
CRM Authentication
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Manufacturing Industry Example
Connect, Integrate, Accelerate
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Start Anywhere, Use Anything, Connect Everything

Any kind of integration style and pattern
• As API Management, Application (on-prem and SaaS), B2B 

Integration, Data, Database, Data Lakes, EDI, Files, IoT, MFT, 
Regulatory Solutions such as E-invoicing

• Pull (consumer-driven, synchronous) & Push 
(sender-driven, asynchronous)

• Request-driven, Message-driven or Event-driven

Deployable On-prem, Cloud, Mixed 

Best Case Qualities
• Available on ONE Frictionless Platform
• Vertical and Horizontal Scalability of the Platform

… SEEBURGER BIS
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B2B Onboarding, Extended Through API Integration

Business 
Partner

Contact details, company information, EDI/B2B details, 
wrapping information, content formatting questions, 
connection protocol, firewall information, server details, 
credentials, etc.

B2B/EDI Partner Onboarding 

SEEBURGER Business Integration Suite
Completed Onboarding Form

Upload EDI/B2B Files API

Internal Users

Campaign Invitation

Provide EDI/B2B Compliance Report

1

2

3

4

ERP, Systems 
and Applications

SEEBURGER B2B/EDICommunity Management
Application

Web User Interface

Maintenance5

CRM /
Any System

API
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SEEBURGER BIS B2B/EDI Solution
Connect, Integrate, Accelerate

BIS B2B/EDI Solution

SEEBURGER Business 
Integration Suite

B2B/EDI Management

B2B Gateway

B2B/EDI Manager,
Application Developers,

Integrators,
Citizen Integrators

Internal Systems, ERPs 
and Applications

B2B/EDI Manager,
Application Developers,

Integrators,
Citizen Integrators

API-based
Applications

APIs
Files

Messages

APIs
Files

Messages

Cloud 
Applications

B2B Endpoints
WebEDI

Business
Applications

On-premise/Hybrid/Cloud
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Save the Date
SEEBURGER Integration:
The Role of APIs within 
Managed File Transfer

Featuring MoneyGram International

Sign up: www.seeburger.com/events

June 17, 2021

http://www.seeburger.com/events
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Survey
Tell us what you think in our survey

We’d love to hear from you, so we can improve.



Thank You
Questions or remarks? We are here for you!

www.seeburger.com
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a.thomsen@seeburger.se

Anders Thomsen
EMEA Marketing

+46 70 948 60 48
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AG. Please note that this document is subject to change and may be changed by SEEBURGER at any time without notice. SEEBURGER‘s Software product, the ones of its business partners may contain software components from third parties. 
As far as reference to other brands is concerned, we refer to the following:

SAP®, SAP® R/3®, SAP NetWeaver®, SAP Cloud Platform & Cloud Platform Integrator®, SAP Archive Link®, SAP S/4HANA®, SAP® GLOBAL TRADE Service® (SAP GTS), SAP Fiori®, ABAP™ and SAP ARIBA® are registered trade marks of the SAP SE or the 
SAP Deutschland SE & Co. KG (Germany). Microsoft, Windows, Windows Phone, Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint, Silverlight, and Visual Studio are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries. Linux is a 
registered trade mark of Linus Torvalds in the United States and other countries. UNIX, X/Open, OSF/1, and Motif are registered trademarks of the Open Group. Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, Flash, PostScript, and Reader are either registered 
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and / or other countries. HTML, ML, XHTML, and W3C are trademarks, registered trademarks, or claimed as generic terms by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT), European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics (ERCIM), or Keio University. Oracle and Java are registered trademarks of Oracle and its affiliates. 

All other company and software names mentioned are registered trademarks or unregistered trademarks of their respective companies and are, as such, subject to the statutory provisions and legal regulations. 4invoice®,  iMartOne®, SEEBURGER®, 
SEEBURGER Business-Integration Server®,  SEEBURGER Logistic Solution Professional®, SEEBURGER Web Supplier Hub®, WinELKE®, SEEBURGER File Exchange®, SEEBURGER Link®, SMART E-Invoice® and other products or services of SEEBURGER 
which appear in this document as well as the according logos are marks or registered marks of the SEEBURGER AG in Germany and of other countries worldwide. All other products and services names are marks of the mentioned companies. 
All contents of the present document are noncommittal and have a mere information intention. Products and services may be country-specific designed. All other mentioned company and software designations are trade marks or unregistered 
trade marks of the respective organizations and are liable to the corresponding legal regulations.

• The information in this document is proprietary to SEEBURGER. No part of this document may be reproduced, copied, or transmitted in any form or purpose without the express prior written permission of SEEBURGER AG.

• This document is a preliminary version and not subject to your license agreement or any other agreement with SEEBURGER. This document contains only intended strategies, developments, and functionalities of the SEEBURGER product 
and is not intended to be binding upon SEEBURGER to any particular course of business, product strategy, and/or development. Please note that this document is subject to change and may be changed by SEEBURGER 
at any time without notice.

• SEEBURGER assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this document. SEEBURGER does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links, or other items contained within this material. 
This document is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.

• SEEBURGER shall have no liability for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or consequential damages that may result from the use of these materials. 
This limitation shall not apply in cases of intent or gross negligence.

• The statutory liability for personal injury and defective products is not affected. SEEBURGER has no control over the information that you may access through the use of hot links contained in these materials and does not endorse 
your use of third-party web pages nor provide any warranty whatsoever relating to third-party web pages.
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